
*Offer applicable to 2024 Europe sailings departing between April 28th, 2024 – November 30th, 2024 (“Sailing Window”). Valid for new, individual, named group bookings and prevailing group rates confirmed between April 2nd –April 30th (“Booking Window) including bookings made using 
Future Cruise Credits. No entry forms required. Qualifying reservations must enter Promo Code “Europe2024” at time of booking to earn the incremental bonus commission of $25 USD per stateroom. Bookings made within Sailing Window and pursuant to the other terms herein will qualify 
(each a “Qualified Booking”). Incremental bonus commission amount will be added to Qualified Bookings up to 14 days after the end of the promotional window and will be paid with normal booking commission payouts. At least one (1) of the original guest names must remain unchanged 
throughout the life of the reservation, otherwise incremental bonus commission is ineligible and will be removed from the reservation. Bonus Commission is not combinable with any other bonus commission promotion, nor select offers including, but not limited to: Net Rates and Travel 
Agent Rates. Only open to accredited travel advisors (must have a valid ARC, IATAN, TRUE, or CLIA number) in U.S., Canada, Puerto Rico, and select Caribbean Islands (including D.C and Quebec) who are 18 years of age or older. Bonus commissions will not be protected in the event of 
cancellation for any reason. Singles paying 200% are eligible to receive the entire bonus commission value. Offer is capacity controlled, subject to ship and sail date availability, and may be withdrawn at any time. ©2024 Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. Ships registry: The Bahamas. All rights 
reserved.

Book your clients today!
Booking incentive valid through April 30, 2024.

EUROPE BONUS COMMISSION OFFER

You're a critical part of our success! Because of that, we'd like to show our 
appreciation with a bonus commission for every Europe cruise you sell onboard 

one of six thrill-filled ships. This is chart topping Euro hopping with the cruise 
line voted Best Overall by Travel Weekly readers for 20 years running!

EUROPE BOOKING INCENTIVE DETAILS

BOOKING WINDOW: April 2 - April 30, 2024

ELIGIBLE ITINERARIES: 2024 Europe itineraries onboard Anthem, 

Explorer, Odyssey, Oasis, Voyager, and Jewel of the Seas. 

REDEMPTION REQUIREMENTS: Enter promo code EUROPE2024 at time of 

BOOKING OFFER: Earn $25 bonus commission on every eligible booking




